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Here's an example of a subnet IP address you might have on your computer at home if you use a router (wireless or wired) between your ISP connection and your computer: IP address: 192.168.1.102Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0Twenty-four bits (three octets) devoted to bits of network identity (one
octet) devoted to the identity of the nodesSubnet based on the subnet mask (first address): 192.168.1.0 The broadcast address devoted to subnets (last address) : 192.168.1.255Example address on the same network: 192.168.1.1, 192.168.1.103Example address is not on the same network: 192.168.2.1,
192.168.2.103 In addition to booking an IP address, IANA is also responsible for assigning IP address blocks to specific entities, typically commercial or government organizations. Your internet service provider (ISP) may be one of these entities, or it may be part of a larger block under the control of one
of those entities. When you connect to the internet, your ISP assigns you one of these addresses. You can view the full list of IANA assignments and reservations for IPv4 addresses on the IANA website. Ads If you only connect one computer to the internet, the computer can use the address from your
ISP. Many homes today, though, use the router to share a single internet connection between multiple computers. If you use a router to share an internet connection, the router gets the IP address removed directly from the ISP. Then, it creates and manages the subnets for all computers connected to
that router. If your computer's address falls into one of the listed subnet ranges listed earlier, you'll go through a router instead of connecting directly to the internet. The IP address on the subnet has two parts: the network and the node. Parts of the network identify the subnet itself. A node, also called a
host, is a piece of individual computer equipment connected to the network and requires a unique address. Each computer knows how to separate both parts of the IP address by using a subnet mask. The subnet mask looks a bit like an IP address, but it's actually only a filter used to determine which
parts of the IP address set the network and node. The subnet mask consists of a series of 1 bits followed by a series of 0 bits. 1 bit indicates that it should hide network bits in an IP address, reveal only those who identify unique nodes on that network. In IPv4 standards, the most commonly used subnet
masks have a complete octtet of 1s and 0s as follows: 255.0.0.0.0 =11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 24 bits for nod255.255.0.0 = = 16 bits for the network, 16 bits for nod255.255.255.0 = 11111111. 11111111.11111111.00000000 = 24 bits for the network, eight bits for the Node The person who
set up a large network determines what subnet masks work properly based on the desired number of subnets Node. For more subnets, use more bits for the network; for more nodes per subnet, use more bits for the node. This may mean using a non-standard mask value. For example, if you want to use
10 bits for the network and 22 for nodes, your subnet mask value requires using 11000000 in the second octet, producing a subnet mask value of 255.192.0.0. Another important point to note about the IP address in the subnet is that the first and last addresses are reserved. The first address identifies the
subnet itself, and the last address identifies the broadcast address for the system on the subnet. See the sidebar to see how all this information comes together to form your IP address. Originally Published: Jan 12, 2001 This common legal form will help you protect your intellectual property rights, written
by an expert lawyer at Nolo. Each device on your network has a personal IP address only viewed by other devices on the local network. But your ISP assigns a public IP address that other devices can see on the Internet. Here's how it works and how you can find that IP address. IP addresses (or Internet
Protocol addresses) identify each computer and network device on the network. When you sign up with an Internet service and connect your modem, your ISP assigns a public IP address to you. This address is how you communicate with all other devices out there on the public Internet. But, you may
have multiple other computers and devices on your network—each requiring its own IP address. So, how can all work and how can you find out what all the IP addresses are? Read on for the answer! Public vs. Related Private IP Addresses: What Is the Difference Between Modem and Router? The
answer to all of these IP address wizards is your router—whether it's a standalone device or a modem/router combo unit—basically serves as a bridge between the two networks. In a common home network, the router has a public IP address on the Internet. Computers, smartphones, game consoles,
and other devices behind their respective routers have unique personal IP addresses on the home network. The router acts as an intermediary, submitting traffic to the local IP address asking for it. From an outside perspective, all devices on the home network communicate with the Internet from a single
public IP address. Note that if your computer is connected directly to the Internet without a router sitting in between—something we really don't recommend—your computer's IP address is a public IP address. RELATED: How to Access Windows Remote Desktop Over the Internet Sometimes, you may
need to know Personal IP of your network's device or public IP address—or maybe both. Here's an example. Let's say you organize some kind of server software on your computer on your network and you need people on the Internet to be able to connect It is. Maybe you're playing multiplayer games,
maybe you should access a hosted media server at home, or maybe you just want to get remote access to one of your PCs. You need to know the public IP address of your network that people can type into their customer software. And you need to know that the computer's personal IP address is so you
can configure your router to direct that type of traffic to the right computer on your local network. Your computer may have both a public and private IP address. You need an IP address if you're hosting server software - a client computer needs your computer's IP address to connect to it. Finding Your
Personal IP Address RELATED: How to Find Any Device IP Addresses, MAC Addresses, and Other Network Connection Details Is not difficult to find the device's personal IP address. In fact, we have a great guide that shows you how to find your IP address on almost every platform out there, so we
recommend that you look at it for specifics on how to find your specific device's personal IP address. In short, you typically need to check the network settings on your device and find any information labeled TCP/IP, IP Address, or just WiFi. On most full computing platforms—like Windows, MacOS and
Linux—you can often quickly find information using Command Or Terminal Prompts. For example, in Windows, you can open the Start menu, search for Command Prompts and press Enter. Then type ipconfig in Command Prompt that appears and press Enter—you'll get what you're looking for in no
time. Finding Your Public IP Address The easiest way to find your public IP address is to request a website, because the website views your public IP address and can notify you. We recommend that you use the ip4.me site because it's fast, ad-free and will show your IPv4 address—four of the parts
addresses you're most likely to look for—rather than the more complicated IPv6 addresses that your network might configure. Just visit this website and it will show your public IP address. RELATED: How To Find Your Router's IP Address on Any Computer, Smartphone or Tablet You can also access



your router's administration page to find this information. This page displays your public IP address and other information about your Internet connection. Different routers have different administrative page layouts and different default local IP addresses. Consult your router's manual or manufacturer's
website if you need more information. And if you need it, we also have a good guide to find your router's IP address. You should also know that unlike street addresses, IP addresses are not necessarily Unless you have purchased a static address from them, your ISP can sometimes assign a new public
IP address. And, unless you have configured Assign IP addresses for your local device, your router can sometimes assign your device's new IP address. When you start learning about IP addresses and how they work, it can feel quite warm at times. So what do you do? You start by searching and asking
questions! Q&amp;amp;SuperUser Positions; A today has answers to the curious reader's questions. &amp;Question Session; Today's answer comes to us courtesy of SuperUser—a subdivision of Stack Exchange, a community-driven group of Q&amp;amp; websites A. Screenshot courtesy of Linux
Screenshots (Flickr). Question SuperUser reader amin gholami wants to know if the public IP is unique: Is public IP unique? I mean because we have two types of IP (private and public) and if the public IP belongs to the router, then does everyone associated with the same router have a single IP address
or not? Is public IP unique? SuperUser fedesismo Contributor Answers have answers to us: In general the term answer is yes, public IP is unique worldwide. In the context of IPv4, the IP (v4) known for its not unique is a personal IP. This is found in the following ranges: From 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255.
From 172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255. From 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255. See: RFC1918 IP home router you have internet parts interface is public, given to you by your ISP. The IP used to wi-Fi or Ethernet connections your home is personal, so they are not unique, but that's not a problem because
they never leave your home before becoming NATed or translated by NAT. As mentioned in other comments (see thread link below), there are exceptions to what I just said. There are several techniques that allow us to be more flexible about the paradigraphic of internet protocols of each other's original
communications that allow one to the nearest. These techniques are used when talking about services that require high availability, redundancy, or low latency such as DNS or CDN services. Given that certain IP (IPv4 or IPv6), there may be more that one server in the world is configured to answer to that
IP, but only one will answer. See: RFC4786 IPv6 also introduces a new address system that faces these new requirements and it defines Anycast Addresses. Version IP 6 (IPv6) defines the new type of address, known as Anycast Address, which allows packets to be routed to one of the few different
nodes all responding to the same address. Anycast addresses can be assigned to one or more network interfaces (usually on different nodes) with the network delivering each packet to this address to the nearest interface based on the distance impressions specified by the routing protocol used. See:
RFC2526 About Anycast Address IPv6 Anycast Address is an address assigned to a set of interfaces that usually belong to different nodes. Packets sent to Anycast Anycast sent to the closest interface (as defined by the routing protocol used) identified by Anycast Address. Anycast addresses cannot be
distinguished by sarcast Address because Anycast Addresses are assigned from the Unicast Address space. Assigning Unicast Addresses to more than one interface makes Unicast Address as Anycast Address. The node by which Anycast Address is assigned must be clearly configured to recognize
that the address is Anycast Address. Look: IPv6 Address Type: Anycast [Cisco] Has something to add an explanation? Sounds in the comments. Want to read more answers from other high-tech Exchange Stack users? Check out the full discussion thread here. Here.
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